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New Normal For 
Cooperative?

Cooperative will need to reconsider how they can establish more  
resilience. It means cooperative have to rethink their  

business model. 
  

For example, the retail sector must begin to focus on service 
delivery orders. Savings and credit coop  use an application that 

allows people to use cashless transactions and registration 
without the need to go to the office

The world will see the rise of a contact-free economy. It is 

becoming possible to imagine a world of business—from 

the factory to the shop floor—in which human contact is 

minimized. But not eliminated 



Digital Transformation
for cooperative after covid 19 
To shifting the conventional cooperative business model to be technology-based it will take a long time for the workers to adapt  
with work culture and  researching new markets. 

Whereas we don't know when covid 19 will end. What can be done immediately by the cooperative is to collaborate with those 
who have already implemented technology infrastructure that can be applied in the cooperative business. In addition, 
cooperatives can also expand their business in new sectors that focus on technology. 



Feel enough with a business 
that is still running today 

and a stable member

to make a profit we must be 
the first to discover, develop 

and sell it

when we become the first 
inventor, we will be the first 

to get the market

the more we create the best 
ideas the more we will win 

the market

Businesses change very fast 
by offering convenience and 
efficiency. Cooperatives can 
be abandoned by their 
members if they are no 
longer relevant
we can collaborate with 
external partners to see new 
opportunities in creating 
markets

collaborating will save time, 
money, and produce 
customer oriented

If we can optimize internal 
and external collaboration, 
we will win the market

Are cooperatives prepared for the 
technology transformation?

Some cooperatives are not ready, and the main 
problem is the MINDSET

How do to be prepared?
Board member, workers should change their 

mindset to OPEN  innovation mindset, then they 
can convince their member with their decision.  

CLOSED 
INNOVATION MINDSET

OPEN 
INNOVATION MINDSET

VS



What platforms work well for 
those cooperatives with 
limited tech literacy?
The online meeting platform is very user friendly for 

people who are still catchy. That way the cooperative 

can organize a variety of online education, share 

information, organize online annual meetings. 

With online education, cooperatives can teach their 

members how to operate new cooperative services that 

use technology.
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We cannot solve our problems
with the same thinking we used

when we created them.   

Albert Einstein 

"
"



Innocircle is incubator and ecosystem builder for startup coop 
was founded in 2018. The purpose of Innocircle is to make 
startup coop idea happen, growth and sustainable. And the 
strategic mission is to introduce cooperatives to millennials in 
a new face. 

Startup Coop is a digital technology-based startup that develops 
products or services innovative, growing rapidly with a business 
model that is scalable and provides broad impact through 
worker coop governance. 

Why Not Platform Cooperative? Because start-up business has 
a high failure retention and does not yet have the business 
credibility that will make the stakeholder didn't trust to become 
members. Meanwhile Platform Cooperative make the user, 
service provider, founder, worker as owner of cooperative. 

Startup Coop will transform to Platform Cooperative after the 
business ready ( business, governance, system, etc)  open to 
multi staheholder.

I N N O C I R C L E   I N I T I A T I V E
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What We Offer 
To Tenant
Tenant is startup that we incubate for 6 to 12 Month.

Fundinf from Cooperative 

Association with 20 Members

Funding

Matchmaking team consist of 

Hacker, Hustler & Hipster

Team Builder

Weekly mentoring meet 

tenant with mentor to upgrade 

their competencies

Mentoring 

Facilities to suppot tenant work 

and run their business

Coworkingspace

Media, expo, conference etc

Media Exposure & 

Networking idea, market, business model

Research and Development

Consultancy Upgrade Managerial and business



In capturing tenants, InnoCircle has two approaches. The first is 

to capture talents who already have ideas or even prototypes. 

The second is through venture building, where the incubator do 

the idea and validate the idea. Only then do they look for talents 

who want to be co-founders of the startup. So far, most of the 

InnoCircle tenants have been produced through the second 

approach.



Graduate

Beceer.com

Market Validation

Bookcircle.id

Doomu.id

Jajan.in

OnPrint.id

Product Development

crowdcircle.id

sewaa.in

sributukang.id

halomentor.id

Ideation

adsnusantara

cucipedia.id

Innocircle Tenant



Online shopping application of fresh vegetables and fruits 
from traditional markets to buyers. 

+10.000 User

Coverage Area : 2 Cities

Worker : +10 Fulltime and Driver
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Email : ms.anissaadah@gmail.com || p : 

+6281217990594

Contact us
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